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THE CENTER MISSION STATEMENT
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tle ability of diverse agencies. institutions, and organiza-
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mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Installing educational programs and products

Operating information systems and SE rvices
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of The Center's Distinguished Lecture Series in Career Development is to present

major, critical thinkers who will persistently challenge and stimulate the university, its colleges,

departments and The Center, and the national community to the ends that goals will he clarified,

priorities will he inure appropriately ordered., methods will be inure effective, ..nd human lives will

be enriched.

The Ohio State University and The Center have selected Dr. Kenneth I loyt as its second annual

distinguished lecturer ill the series. This presentation and lecture series represents an expansion of the

many valuable research services provided by the University and The Center. The Center and The (hid

State University feel that the contributions of Dr. Hoyt and those to follow in hi. series, will provide

an excellent means to further insure its mission of providing current and highl tical information

to be used by educators at all levels for the UHF( wont: it of existing and future edlICaLional programs.

Dr. Kenneth Hoyt is a native of the 'state of Iowa. He received the degrees of ; 1948) from

the University of Maryland. M.S. ; 1951) from (;gorg Washington University. and PI,. D. 1954) from

the Universit of Minnesota. Huvt has served teacher and guidance rules in the public school:, and

It variety of professional rules in several universities. He joined the staff of the College of Education,

University of Maryland, in 1969 from which lie is presently on leave of absice, hi the spring of

197.4. 14. Ho\ t was confirmed by the United States Senate as the associate coiiliiiissioner, OttiCe of

Cdreer Edlii,16011 Office of Education.

1)r. Hoyt served as a menil)er of the Policy and Planning Commiittee Guidance Division, American

Vocational Association 1969 1972,; chairman. (:oiniiiission on Guidance and Vocational Ed:it:doom

National Vocational Guidanc-e Association :1970.; member. Task Force on Career Educatiow. Anieri

can Vocational Association (1971); nientl)er. Joint Commission on (;uidance and V Acational Education.
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American Vocational Association (1972); and chairman, National Guidance Conference, Guidance

Division, American Vocational Association (1973),

Dr. Hoyt was honored in 1965 when he received the First Distinguished Service Award from The

Association for Counselor Education and Supervision. In 1967, Dr. Ho% t received the Professional

Recognition Award from the Iowa Personnel and Guidance Association, and in 1969 he was the recipient

of the Professional Recognition Award from the Iowa Vocational Association. In 1972, Dr. Hoyt was

pre.,ented the Outstanding Service Award from the American Vocational Association, and in 1973 was

recognized as the Vocational Educator of the Year by the, Maryland Vocational Association.

1)r. Hoyt is listed , Who's Who in America and in the Dictioaary of latrosationa/ Biography

(1971 - 1972).

2 is the author of the following hocks in addition to numerous monographs, iournal articles,

and unpublished papers:

.11osilial for Ilistitiftioita: Self-study of th 1613-1:ortri li flat,
Minneapolis: National (:funputer S stews, 1973
;Wll (;. Maliguir, N. Pinson, 1), Laranore, and E. Peterson)

011(1 the 13c.itscistary School Tcahcr

(With (;, Mangum, R, Evans, and F, Mackin)

(.,/rce, Ed/in/rims, le/tat It is am/ /;on 10 !)o it

(..areerLACtitioil Ire (hr. School

( )11 Khali. of The Ohio State University and The Center for Vocational and Technical Education.

I take considerable pleasure in introducing Dr. Kenneth Hoyt's address concerning a topic of interest

to all educators: Career Education. Vocational Education. and Occupational Education: An

Approach tc Defining Differences.

Robert E. Taylor

Dir. tor
The (:enter for Vocational

.ind Technical Education
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CAREER EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, AND OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION: AN APPROACH TO DEFINING DIFFERENCES

Introduction

Is "Career Education" simply a new thilne for "Vocational Education?" Should the terms

"Vocational Education" and "Occupational Education" be considered as synonymous? Npparently,

hrge segments of the general public-and mans professional educators-seem to feel tbat the answer

to both questions must be "yes."

Interestingly enough, during the List three years. there has been considerable effort expended

proclaiming that the terms ' ::areer Education" and "Vocational Education" are nut synonymous while.

at the same time. little attention has been paid to what, if any, differences exist in the meanings of

"Vocational Education" ;old "(,ccupational Education." It seems Lint irtunate that relatively more

time appears to have been spent in proclaiming that differences do exist between "Career Education

such differencesand "Vocational Education" th in in specifying. with exactness. what sucli are. It seems,.

equally unfortunate that, by and large. differences between "Vocational Education" and "occupational

Educati.).1" have long been ignored. It is time that w; face these problems.

It w;)uld be fruitless to attempt to differentiate meanings of the.e three Willis by deriving the

meaning of each independent of the other two. Some common base must be utihied for purposes

defiving each term. Here, an attempt will be made to construct such a imse thr ,ugh defining six

words that are basic tc, the ccifitrovetsy. These six words are: I , "work": , 2, "career: "vocation ";

(4) "occupation": (5) "leisure ": and (()) "education."

The V ICV s expresud here are tl.:)se ut the writer and are. in no wa , intended to state or imply any
tormal )osition of the t united Sta-es Mice of Education.



1)eimitions ul Bask. TermsM.

-Work" is conscious effort aimed at producing benefits fc)r imeself andiur for oneself anti

others. As such, it is unimportant whether such effort is paid or unpaid in nature. What is impur

tam is that it represent the basic need of all human beings to achieve-Au accumplish-to do something

prutoluctiye that all()%vs the individual to discover both yli() he/she is and why heishe is, With this

definition, %%()rls is properly viewed as .1 ht1111.01 right -nut ,Is a societal obligation.

"(:areer" is the total-it% of \York one does in his or her lifetime. Thus. any person can have only

one career. That career typicall% begins prior to entering kindergarten and continues well int() the

rt.tirement cars.

"Vokation" is one's primary vork wle at any given point in time. Vocations include paid

employment. bill they also eXtend to Unpoid oil. rules. For esample. ,Ne can speak of the "vocation-

(if the student. the fultime b'olunteer %vurker. (,r the 6,11 time homemaker lust its easik as we can

speak about the "vocation" of the plumber, the physician. ()I the ....ngineer.

one's primary work rt)le in the world ()I' paid employment. Ecommlic rein, its

are .11v;ivs considered annuli.; the Ivo' k values of persuns i.gaged in occupations although these might

not he considered at all b% persons iti certain vol:atiolls. .no, occupations of many persons will be

synonymous with -heir %cations. t )11. can never have all oCCUpatioll Withollt haVing a VoCation

although 1)1CoUrse. one can have "'oCatioll without being engaged in an "occupation.''

"Leisure" consists of activities. wher 'ban sleeping, in which one engages when nut performing

in his or her vocation. 'Thus, -leisure- l'alds possibilities fur both -work- and for "play.-

.,Education" consists oral! those aktivitics and L. \ periences through \\inch one learns. As such.

it is oki,illsk .1 lifelong pro, es.s and cuasiderably broader iti meaning than the term "schooling."

All that follows here is based on an assumption that these sis basic terms are underst(Hid and

.igreed upon. Thus,. 'vim disagree with one or more of tilt se definitions will necessaril% find them

selves (kdo,rceilit4 %vit 11 t he rein.) inder urthis presentation,



Defining," Career Education," and "Vocational Education," and "Occupational Education"

"('areer Education" consists of all those activities and e\periences through which one learns

about work. As such, it makes no restrictions in meaning whether one speaks about the work of

the homemaker, the musician, the lawyer, or the bricklayer. Some work will require advanced col.

lege degress while otl.er work may requite no formal schooling of any- kind. To the e. tent that work

is judged "successful," it does tvpically and, in these times, increasinglvrequire Nome learned set of

vocational skills.

"Vocational Education" consists of all those activities and everiences through which one

Icarus about a primary work role. This definition includes all kinds of primary work roles--paid and

unpaid-those assumed by high school dropouts and by uni.ersity graduates-those taking place in

formal classrooms and in on-the-job settings. It differs markedly from the definition of this term

currently in use by The American Vocational Association. It is advanced here, not to create con-

troversy but simply- because, with the specific word definitions presented earlier, it seems proper.

"Occupational Education** consists of all those activities and experiences through which one

le;ans to work in world of paid employment. As such, it places a primary emphasis on economic

benefits fr(nn work that are not necessarily present in either "Vocational Education" or in -Career
Education,- As witl. the term "Vocational Education,- the term -Occupational Education" obviously

indudes schooling requiring collegiate degrees as well as schooling at below the baccalaureate

With these three g,eneric definition,. it becomes clear that .1 )ccupatiolial E.du....ition" always

includes "Vocational Education. but "\/'tit. minim! E-ducation" is not Away s limited to -()Letipa

mina! Education.- I t het miles clear that -(areer Edut. a Lion,- while ineludint4 both "Vo-a

tton,I1 EdUcat lott- and' )c 'WA It Ma; Ethlk tion." tohih be told both in that it Ina\ involve work
perliffilied as pall ( I t»lt,'s ielstire nine. rile three terills ihiplv progressive narrowing of purpose.

That is. "('areer iii" includes all yyork, "Vocational Education" is linited to all primary work
roles, and )ccupat lona' lAticat ion" is further limited to ;III primary work riles in the world of
L.1,1111(, mem.

3
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Vocational Education; Bedrock for Career Education

At this point, it seems desirable to move beyond the definitional game-playing to the task of

conceptualizing Vocational Education as part of Career Education. The primary point to be made

here is that, while Vocational Education can exist without Career Education, there is no way Carter

Education can exist without Vocational Education. This statement requires some further explanation,

In a societal sense, the goals of Career Education an cc- .:elp all individuals (1) want to work:

(2) acquire the skills necessary for work in these times; and (3) engage in work that is satisfying; to

the individual and meaningful to society. Since, by definition. "primary- work roles encompass

most of the work can led out in. the world, Vocational Education, as defined here, becomes a central

ingredient for skill acquisition--and thus a major part of the Bedrock for the Career Education Move-

ment.

In an individualistic sense, the goals of Career Education are to make work (1) possible; (2)

meaningful; and (3) satisfying to each individual. Work, in these times, is increasingly impossible

unless one has been equipped with a set of vocational skills that will qualify him or her for work.

Further, it is obvious that work can become neither "meaningful- nor "satisfying- unless and until

it is first "possible.- Again, then, we can clearly see the Bedrock necessity for Vocational Education.

as defined here, for the seeress of the Career Education movement.

Finally, when one recognizes that, in the foreseeable future, more than eighty percent of all

occuparions will require the acquisition of vocational skills at less than the baccalaureate level, it

is obvious that what l'as been the prime emphasis of traditional Vocational Education- -i.e., providing

occupational skills at the sub-baccalaureate level-must be greatly expanded if career education is

to succeed. Some have pictured "Career Education'' as a subterfuge for expanding Vocational Edu.

cation. It would be much more accurate to recognize that, far from being a subterfuge, Career Edu-

cation !Mixt demand major expansion of occupational skill training at the sub-baccalaureate level. It

is snugly essential to successful implementation of the Career Education concept itself.

.1
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Implications for Change in \ocational Education in Academic Settings

From the beginning. advocates of Career Education have called for the complete integration of

Vocational Education into the total fabric of American education-- for the fusion of what have been

academic education, general education, and vocational education into a single system that emphasizes

preparation for work as one of the major goals of the total educational structure. The implications

of this objective require some examination.

Some vocational educators have seemed to interpret "integration" to mean that acddemic

teachers will change in ways that make them more like today's vocational educators. Others seem

to believe that "integration" means that traditional academic teachers will come to like traditional

Vocational Education teachers better- -and vice versa. In shOrt. that both will somehow adjust in ways

that help them relate better with each other. It seems important to point out that the best that can

be hoped for in a mutual adjUstnient situation is aceonlodation of different persons to one another.

"Accommodation" implies adjustment without the necesitv for basic changes in either party.

-Integration," on the other hand. implies basic changes m both parties. Career Education stands

squarely for integration-not for simple accommodation.

The integration called for by Career Education demands that academic teachers change their

internal value sestenis and their operational behavior in ways that reflect the importance of edUca-

tioil as preparation for work. We ask all academic teachers to recogni/e preparation fir work is

alliong several, of the basic goals of American education. This will require major internal changes

in mealy of today's academic teachers.

This hoped for integration also calls for fundamental internal changes in coda% 's Vocational

EdUcatioll teadlers. Integration Cannot occur in .111 atmosphere of protective isolationism. The

separateness of traditional Vocational which, in the past, has seemed essential for sur

Viva', lutist. if Career Education's goals are to he attained. be abandoned. Instead, today's voca-

tional educators must strive to find and to empliasiie the commonality of purpose in education as

preparation for %%nri: that hinds them with all other educators into single family

11,

prufessiihils.
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To cmplia.iiic communality of purposes is Ill nu %.IV t() say that uniqueness will disappear.

Rather, it is simply to recognize the importance of the commonalities. An emphasis On

bc important to the individualistic goals of tacit educator. Vocational educators of today

have two basic choices with respect to ilroclaiiiiing their uniqueness. (B)lie would be to emphasize

"Vocational Edueatio- As preparation for primary work roles-paid or unpaidat the sub-bacca.

laureate degree level. '['his %vould necessitate abandonment of the traditional criterion applied in

defining a pri)arain as ..VOCatiOnal Education" that stipiliatt.'s that it should lead to itaint.111 einploV-

Mein. To do su 1111111ediatt.'1V Make ilidlisti,11 arts. as a curriculum area, part of Vocation...A

Education. It %%mild ,,Iso legitimize, as part of Vocational Education. large parts of the %Nurk of'

[oda\ 's home economics and vocational agriculture teachers that are not necessarily concerned only

about pdid emplo% mem. It would make 'uCatiOnal exploratory experiences fur all studentsincluding

the 51-ialled "collev,e bi)und"--a basic and luni,ifide part (0- Vucatiunai Educatii, (:ertaiilv, it Would

call for major changes in %dim has traditionall% been called "\/ocational Education- in secondary

schools and in post secolldat% 'ducat tonal settings.

A second alternative %%'iiild he to move front "Vocational Education" to "()ccupational Edu-

cation" in labeling the field. If thi.svL re to he dune, it would probably be accompanied, for pur-

poses of emphasizing uniqueness, on prepalation for gainful employment in ,.)C.Alpations

preparation at less than the baccalaureate degree level. It Can he seen that. while involving a change

Ill terminology, this %ou'd necessitate very little change in job functioning on the part of most of

today's vocational educators.

There are, of course, a nunil)u of additional alternatives open to today's vocational educator.

Among these are the follming: keep Vocational Education "as is... ignore Career Education,

and hope that Career Educatii.n %Yin go away: ,1). keep Vocational Education essentially "as is,"

but eilL mirage large increases ill support for career guidance iii hopes that career guidance personnel

take care of the integration prol)lenr. keep Vocational Education essentially "as IS in the

senior high sL huui, but support career avareness and career exploratory programs at the elementary

and junio high school ICVL'IS,

EVett these ILA e\dIhril'S h(11)efillIV, serve to illustrate the basic problem Career Edtwation

asks today's vocational educators to face-namely. the prol)lein of deciding to change. 'I o date, the

12



problem has not been very squarely faced by either Vocational Education or by Career Education

perS01111el.

Career Education's Need for Su )ort by Vocational Education

Finally, I want to conclude by commenting briefly on the urgent need of Career Education for

support k today's professional Vocational Education community. Prior to doing so, it seems

portant to point out that Career Education, as a total IlloVeillent, holds far greater potential for

change than could be expected to result from the isolated efforts of any single part of education..

Such as Vocational Education. Remember, the broad goal of .:artier Education is to bring both

yominence and permanence to education as I .eparation for work as a major goal of our entire

system of education. Had Vocational Education been able to do this by itself, I think it would have

don, so years ago. That is. Creer Education and Vocational Education need each other,

But it is change that we have been speaking of here. The art of L(impromise, essential for moving

toward change, cannot effectively be accomplished if Career Education is controlled or directed by

Vocational Education. Vocational Education was certainly one of the pari:lits or Career Education.

We must, however, recognize that, if we continue with the analogy. that Career Education is a child

horn our of wedlock. The true marriage between Vocational and academic education has yet to take

place. If such a Illarriagt is ever to occur, it lutist result, in part, bet mse both "piirnits" respect and

admire what this child called "(,seer Education'. has been able to aceomplis;i. Neither "parent- can

control if this is to occur.

Career Education is a hedtlo, child today as witnessed by the hundreds of local school systems

that have initiated Career Education prop anis on their own. But it is a child at d, as such, in great

need of both !loud:11111,1a and assistance in moving toward maturity. As one of its "parents,"

Vocational Edu aOon has, it seems to rte. a continuing responsibility to financially support and

pr:ide thoughtful input into the ColitIllning concepflaliZatioll of Career Education, It would be a

tragic Mistake to se.: VoLationa: Education's interest in and support for Career Education diminished

at this point in time.

13



Concluding_ Remarks

The Career Education movement calls for major internal changes on the part of both the aca-

demic and the vocational educators of today. It would be unwise and unproductive for one to change

unless the other also moved toward change. Change, if it comes, will be slow and painful for all

concerned. If all of us can change in a Career Education direction, American education will become

more meaningful and more appropriate for our students. There is a choice, to be sure. There is

also a deep professional responsibility.

8
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HOYT LECTURE QUESTIONS

1. What is your definition of leisure?

You can see my current definition in the body of the paper. I must admit that I am dissatisfied with

this definition and am seeking help in making it better. It is vital, in my opinion, that the definition

of "leisure" be stated in such a way that it can accommodate the option of using part of one's leisure

time in work. This is important for two reasons. First, if leisure time increases, as most seem to be

predicting, it will be societally important that people view "leisure" as something that is not synon-

ymous with "play." Second. because many people will find themselves unable to experience the

psychological meaningfulness of work, as I have defined that term, through their paid employment,

it is necessary to make it conceptually possible for one to experience the personal meaning and mean-

ingfulness of work as part of one's leisure time. If I can arrive at a better definition of "leisure," per-

haps I can make these two concerns clear in the new definition I hope to be able to formulate.

What kinds of changes are you looking for in that "parent- of career education that we call

"academic education?"

Basically. I am hoping that all educators can accept and endorse education as preparation for work

as both a prominent and a permanent goal of American education. This is going to require basic,

internal attitudinal changes on the part of many of today's so-called "academic educators** who. like

sonic of their students, still regard "work- as a dirty four letter word. It means moving away from

a point of view that holds the primary purpose of education to he that of preparing students for

still more education. It means rejection of the notion that only courses and programs labeled as

"vocational education- are concerned with readying students for work. It means acceptance of the

proposition that any course can. for one or inure of its students. properly be regarded as -vocational

education" if, in the eves of the student. its basic purpose is preparation fur a primary work role.

Further. it means acceptance of the notion that there are career implications present in almost every

course that is taught. Now, by that, I certainly do NOT mean that everythinc, that is taught has

9
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career implications. After all, "education as preparation fur work" is properly regarded as only ONE

of the goals of American education certainly not as the ONLY goal nor. for any given teacher or

student at any particular point in rink-. as necessarily the major or the most important goal. Neither

would I deny an liberal arts college, for evimple. the right to contend that education as preparation

for work is not included among their goals, All I have said to such institutions is that the owe it to

the students who attend such institutions ;and the parents of those students who are paying the hill;

to say so it this is the case.

3. Your goals for career education sound like fUnctions. Are they?

Not to me. lo me. the word "functions" implies methodological implications. just as "functions"

lead to "methodologies" so. in MY opinion. do -goals- lead to "objectives," It is simply a way of

thinking about things.

4. A'hat about a fourth goal of "adoption'' for career edilcation?

I don't know what that means. I suspect that. perhaps. I am placing under the goal of making work

"possible" some of what y(iu mean by -adoption.- To me. its order for work to become -possible."

one must have the ability to choose, to change. and to adapt in addition to the competence required

to secure a needed set of vocational skills.

5. Who should control or direct career edUcation?

I du not see career education as a matter of "turfmanship." Rather. I have often pictured it as in-

vulying the c011ahOratlye efforts of the formal educational system. the business-labor-industry-

professional community, and the home and faillik structure aimed at clarifying relationships between

education and work as well as Making work a more meaningful part of tile total life-style of people.

Who should direct it? All three of these elements should have a voice or we cannot truly label it as

a -collaborative- effort. The person who "directs" it should. in my opinion, be Lalled a "coordinator"

rather than a "director." To ine. that person may be a former academic classroom teacher. vocational

educator, counselor. curriculum specialist. adlinniStratOr. or someone who came from Chi business

labor.industry-professional community. True. someone is goiniz to have to "ramrod- the program

wherever it e'.ists. At the same EM% the success of the career education movement is. in in\ opinion.

directly dependent on it beimz the collaborative effort of many people.

16



With the definition of "work" that you i4ave, how can we handle ;I question, like, "Isn't ALL

education career education?"

I simply do not believe that all education is career education. Because the goals of career education

extend to all parts of education making such goals no different than any other basic goals of Amer-

ican education. Because one's career influences his or her total life-style is no reason for saving that

"all education is career education" using that kind of reasoning. one might as well say that "all edu-

cation is sex education" and who would want to sav that?

7. What about worker alienation?

As I read the literature on worker alienation, it strikes me that one could coct ptualize "alienated

workers** into two broad categories, one of which we could call the "over-educated" and the other

the "under -edi sated" worker. Please ,ion't worry now about whether or not it is proper to con-

sider that anyone is truly "over- educated" because that gets us in a philosophical quandry that drags

us away from the basic issues., I like to make an analogy between the "over-educated" and the "under-

educated" worker on the industrial assembly line and those on the "educational assembly line" that

we call "students." In this analogy. ti,e "over educated" student is one who already knows what the

teacher is trying to teach and that student is bored. The "under- educated" student is one who can-

not possibly learn what the teacher is trying to teach-and that student is frustrated. Whether the

cause is boredom or frustration. the result i.e.. the "alienated worker is exactly the same. I can

apply this same kind of analogy to the -over-educated" and the "under-educated" teachers in our

classrooms. I think the problem of the "oxer-educated" teacher is particularly serious. In my upon

eye have a very large 1111nlber of teachers in our schools today who are considerably brighter.

more innovative, and linwe creative than their structured job assignments allow them to be. Career

education. in a very real sense, tries to recognize this by freeing both teachers and students to be as

bright. innovatiVe, and creative as they really are. If we can reduce "worker alienation" among both

teaclms and students through career education, the result, at least theoretically. should be greater

productivity on the part of both. This means teachers will teach better and students will learn more.

To me, this is a crucial part of the basic rationale for career educations and one that has received in-

sufficient emphasis. I have expanded on this in my book entitled Career 1:(Incatiu /or Gifted dial

Nimictits.

11
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8. Did you purposefully by-pass the belief that "vocational as a calling" is realistic?

Yes. I do not deny the need for each individual to find a personal morality in work, but I seriously

doubt if all persons can find this personal morality in their vocation- or in their occupation, For

many persons, the personal morality of work will, it scents to me, have to be gained in work per-

formed as part of one's leisure time. BY "personal morality," I ain referring to the human need of

all human beings to feel that they are sulhetate because they have accomplished something that

someone needs them for something that it does matter that they exist that. because they exist,

the world is. in sonic way and to some degree. better off. To inc, the meaning of work must embrace

both the societal obligation and the personal morality concepts. The more I ponder the concept,

the more I find myself thinking about career edLleathM in what Iht1St be regarded as humanistic

terms. In doing so. I am in no wav avoiding the societal requirements that make for our world of

paid employment. Rather. I ,nn only ming to sad that the world of career education extends beyond

that world of paid employment.

9. What evidence do we have that tognitive learning and skill development have increased as a

result of career education v.s. traditional learning as measured on STANDARDIZED TESTS?

The available data are mixed. Positive examples of differences. on standardized achievement tests

favoring students exposed to a career education mode of teaching as opposed to those not so ex

posed. have been reported. at the K-6 level. in Santa Barbara. California. in Lincoln County. West

Virginia. and in Ride Count\ (Miami Florida. Ott the other hand, the finding of "no statistically

significant differences" is being heard in other places a recent report on evaluation of Career educa-

tion in Minnesota is a good example of this. I'm sorry to say that I haven't seen ..innlar kinds of

evidence at either the junior or at the senior high school 1...vels. (That doesn't mean. of course, that

evidence doesn't exist. I'm sure that increases in basic academic achievement is a criterion we

definitely will have to use, at least at the K.6 IcYvl, in assessing the effectiveness of career education.

I hope that. as we use this criterion, we will he able to do so also keeping in mind variabilities in the

total histrlictli)tlal process which, as you well know, go considerably beyond the motivational

of the career education approach.

I?
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10. What about future funding foi career education?

As of today. the Congress has yet to appropriate one penny specifically earmarked for career educa-

tion. The primary source of USOE funds for career education has come from vocational education

funds. Those funds are currently in the process of being substantially reduced-and I'm in agreement

that they should be. I am highly hopeful that, in FY 75, we will have some funds, either under the

Cooperative Research Act or under the Senate's new Career Education Bill, that are specifically ear-

marked for career education. if we get funds under either of these possibilities, those funds will be

somewhere in the neighborhood of S 10 million. This hopefully will allow us to exert some effort

toward improving the quality of existing K-12 career education programs. to begin the movement

toward expanding the variety of settings in which career education operates. and to work in a more

concentrated fashion on evaluating the effectiveness of caret: education. Funds of that magnitude

will nut be sufficient to really deliver career education, on an effective scale, to special segments of

the population such as poor people. minorities, the handicapped. the gifted and talented, nor that

needed to face the special career education problems of females. For such special groups. career

education has been, to date, largely a matter of over-promise and under-delivery. I don't know what

the prospects arc of securing sufficient funds to do career edu,.ation on a really comprehensive basis.

My personal feeling is that, to the greatest possible extent, this should be a matter ci state and local

effort and not the result of a massive new amount of funds from a big. new Career Education Act.

I don't want to see the federal government -bribe- schools and communities to engage in career

education. Rather. I would hope such places would undertake career education efiorts on their own

because they know it is needed. I think this is already happening to a greater ext,2nt than most peo-

ple seem inclined to admit or recogniie.

1. Someone must control the reins of funding for career education must they nut?

You are referring to what I said in the speech about the necessity for vocational education to give

up total control of career education programs at the state and local level. What I am trying to sav

to vocational educators is "LET LOOSE BUT DON'T LET GO.- Now, I recognise that, in order to

do St,. a whole new way of thin king will be required f r most vocational educators. Vocational edu-
I.cation has been effectively -locked out of the broad arena of cc:tic:16(mill decision-making ever since

it started in 1917. The really big and broad policy decisions in running particular school systems have
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traditionally been made bv people from the so-called -acationeg. .oninnlntV... As a resi lt, voca-

tional education has been forced to operate largely with special funds and often under special admin-

istrative positions. This has created a schism between members of the vocational education coin-

InitV and the, traditional -academic educators.- They are distrustful of each other. What I am

truing to say is that neither group can -control- career education and have the other group accct t

it. The expertise of vocational educators will be absolutely essential in making career education

work in all of education. Just as the expertise of vocational education is required for the long run

success of carver education, so, too, is the expertise of the ht"nanists. the liberal arts athocates, and

the academic specialties. On tup of this. we must recognize that career education calls for going

beyond the confines of formal relocation and extending into a collaborative effort involving both

flee business-la borindustrv-professional community arid the home and family structure. Bef:ire

going beyond the formal education system. it will tie necessary to attain integration of efforts with-

in our educational system. I set career education as a -coining together- effort one that will involve

some change, some give-and take on both sides. Above all, it will take cooperative decision-making

in which the expertise of all involved is both recognized and utilized. I hope We can join together in

our common concern for making career educatiion work a concern that goes beyond who will con-

trol it or who will get credit for it.
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